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P2 West: Inspiration, Innovation, and Implementation Roundtable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for having me today. My name is Sean Smith and I run Ecology’s Product Replacement Program or the PRP. I’ll be talking today about PRP’s PERC replacement project.   We are going to discuss the Ecology’s overall PRP program, the PERC replacement project, the project reimbursement process, the project’s results, and what we learned.Let’s get started.



Product Replacement Program
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Presentation Notes
The Washington State Department of Ecology’s, Product Replacement Program is a cutting-edge, preventative program designed to identify and address the most problematic product/chemical combinations impacting our state. Specifically, the program provides:Reimbursement fundingCollection and disposal servicesAnd opportunities for businesses to transition to less toxic optionsThanks to funding from the Washington State Legislature, we can proactively address these problems before they become much bigger and more costly.Currently, the PRP is running six replacement programs for products like auto degreasers, PFAS containing fire fighting foam, Mercury thermostats, flame retardant containing gym foam, PCB containing light ballasts, and what we are going to talk about today, PERC using dry cleaning machines.



History
• Program Started in 

2019
• Enforcement of PERC 

Misting Regulations
• Program Goal to 

replace PERC Dry 
Cleaners with Safer 
Technology (PWC, HFH)

• First Outreach in May 
2019

• Focus on Misting/New 
program

• Website
• Fact Sheets
• Flyers
• In Person Visits
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Presentation Notes
The PERC replacement program started in 2019 with its primary goal being to replace as many PERC using dry cleaning machines in Washington State with safer alternatives.  A push for this program grew out of Department of Ecology changes to PERC regulations.  Specifically, Ecology began enforcing prohibitions on the misting of PERC wastewater.  Prior to enforcement however Ecology reached out to the state’s 110 plus PERC dry cleaners and offered assistance to any wanting to transition from PERC to safer technologies, either PWC or HFH.  To assist this transition, Ecology is providing Dry Cleaners up to $40,000.  This transition not only protects the environment, but also improves workplace health, and reduces the risk of costly cleanups. Ecology started outreach in May of 2019 and used various measures, including our website, fact sheets/flyers, trainings, and in person visits to raise project awareness and participation among the dry cleaning community.  The fact sheets/flyers were translated into multiple languages including Spanish and Korean.  We also hired translators and used on-call translation services to navigate language barriers.



PPA Partners
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In-person visits with the dry cleaners were critical to gaining participation. Ecology relied heavily on our Pollution Prevention Partners (PPA) to increase participation.  The PPA are local city and county organizations that provide pollution assistance to businesses and organizations in their communities.   Currently, Ecology has local partners in 13 of the state’s 39 counties. Those partners are represented by question marks on the map.  These partners were instrumental in growing participation among the state’s dry cleaners, by doing things like explaining the program’s terms and conditions, walking interested dry cleaner owners through the sections of the voucher and how to fill it out, and conducting following up visits to address any issues, ensure compliance with the terms of the program, answer any outstanding questions, and finalize the paperwork. In those counties without PPA partners, Ecology staff served as the point of contact for the program. *click*This map shows the location of our PPA partners and the Dry Cleaners that participated in the program.  Dry Cleaner participation shown here in green appears to correlate with those places where we have PPA partnerships.  



History ~ Process
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4 Step Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to talk now about the reimbursement process itself, which requires four steps.ClickStep 1 includes a technical assistance visit.  During this visit, an Ecology employee or PPA representative explains the PERC replacement program goals, the two qualifying technologies and their reimbursement levels, the steps necessary to receive reimbursement, and the terms and conditions of the program.  At this first meeting, if the business elects to participate in the program, the  Ecology or PPA rep and business owner sign the voucher.  The Ecology reps also sets a six month expiration date for the voucher, and assigns it a unique tracking number.ClickStep 2 requires the Dry Cleaner and their dry cleaning machine vendor to set up a decommissioning of the old PERC machine.  During the decommissioning the old dry cleaner is sent to scrap and all unused PERC is either safely disposed of or donated to other businesses.   The decommissioning is witnessed by Ecology staff who document the process through a report and pictures.Meanwhile, the dry cleaner schedules with their vendor the installation of the new machine, either a PWC or HFH machine. On average removal of the old machine and the installation of the new, took about 48 hours. This quick turnaround time was important to many dry cleaner operators as it minimized disruptions to their business. ClickThird, once the first two steps are complete the PPA or Ecology rep submits to the PRP program manager the completed paperwork including the signed voucher, with an itemized invoice for the new machine, and the scrap metal and hazardous waste receipts.ClickOnce the PRP program manager has the completed voucher, its reviewed making sure everything is complete including the requested reimbursement amount. If all is in order the voucher is signed and forwarded to Ecology’s finance department for payment. All of these materials including the signed voucher, receipts, decommissioning reports and photos, and communications between ecology, the PPA rep, vendor, and dry cleaner are kept in a business specific SharePoint file.  Which can be used if for example there are questions on reimbursement levels or a state audit.



Results
73 Vouchers Issued

56 PERC Machines Replaced

More than $1.27 million in reimbursements

On average it took roughly 4 months 
between the issue of the voucher and 
reimbursement
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So what have been our results?  What follows are the program’s stats.To date we have issued 73 vouchers. 56 dry cleaners have completed the process, replacing their PERC machines and receiving reimbursement.  More than $1.27 million in reimbursements.Average time between voucher issued and reimbursement is approximately 125 days.  This timeframe was due to a number of factors not the least of which was the COVID pandemic, but also businesses finding time to shut down their operations for the decommissioning and installation, securing funding to purchase the new machine, and navigating the state payee process. The quickest replacement took less than a month.



Results
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PERC Replacement

Reimbursed Outstanding

Out of Business Remaining

51%

12%
6%

31%

Location

Inside Puget Sound

Outside Puget Sound

22%

78%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will go into greater detail regarding the overall PERC dry cleaning universe, *Click*and this first pie chart shows the current status of the known Dry Cleaners in Washington State.  Prior to starting the reimbursement program, there were 110 known PERC cleaners.  As stated before 56 of those or 51% have completed the PERC reimbursement program.  6 vouchers remaining active and those businesses are working their way through the process.  We know of at least 13 dry cleaners that have gone out of business, with the remaining 34 still using PERC.  Put another way nearly 70% of Washington’s PERC dry cleaners have either converted to safer techs, are in the process of converting, or have gone out of business.* Mouse Click *As can be seen from this slide, the majority of the PERC conversions 78% took place west of the cascade mountains or in and around the greater Seattle/Tacoma area.  The remaining conversions 22% were outside of Puget Sound. This distribution makes sense for several reasons, not the least of which is that the vast majority of the state’s dry cleaners are found in the Seattle/Tacoma area.



Results
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New Machines

PWC HFH

20%

80%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next of the PERC conversions, 80% were for the Professional Wet Cleaning, the remaining 20% were for High Flash Hydrocarbon machines.  This conversion pattern is likely due to a number of factors including the higher reimbursement level $40,000 for PWC machines vs. $10,000 for HFH.  Ecology decided to provide more reimbursement funding for PWC technology, because we had determined this tech to be better for the environment for energy use and hazardous waste generation reasons.



Post-Installation Feedback
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Early feedback included:
• Appreciation for the opportunity to transition and continue their 

business (would not have been able to otherwise)
• Training on the new equipment (typically provided by vendor) was 

very important
• Tensioning equipment was needed by some businesses using PWC, 

requiring further investment

• Overall score from Dry Cleaners is a 4.4 out of 5.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ecology recently competed a customer feedback survey to gauge the success of the program and receive input on what went well and what can be improved.  While we are still receiving feedback,  the key takeaways from the survey so far are:Appreciation for the opportunity to transition and continue their business (would not have been able to otherwise).Training on the new equipment (typically provided by vendor) was very important to feeling comfortable with the new technology.Additional ancillary equipment like finishing tensioning equipment was needed by some businesses using PWC, requiring further investment.We also asked participating Dry Cleaners to score the overall program from 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest.  The program currently is scoring 4.4.



Results
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More than an estimated 6,000 gallons of 
PERC is no longer in use at these 
businesses and does not pose a threat to 
human health and the environment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As stated earlier, the PERC replacement project’s primary goal is to reduce Dry Cleaner PERC use. According to a study in the Journal of Cleaner Production, an average dry cleaner uses about 120 gallons of solvent per year.Extrapolating on this average, Ecology estimates that our efforts mean more than 6,000 gallons of PERC are no longer being used at these cleaners each year, better protecting public health and the environment.Along with protecting the environment and public health, reduced PERC use can also save taxpayers millions in clean up costs.



Lessons Learned

• Upfront Planning Necessary
• Distributed Staff Help Needed
• Some Hurdles Outside Agency Control
• Local representatives and Vendor Support is Critical
• Reimbursement amounts can drive Replacement Choices 
• Training on different Technologies Required
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We’ve learned several lessons while implementing this program.  Those include the following:There is a need for significant upfront planning. Ecology staff spent months developing the tools, networks, and infrastructure needed to implement the program. We continually learned as the program progressed and incorporated these lessons into ongoing work.Next, staff situated in various communities helps. Having frontline staff and partners to answer questions and help fill out forms, created trust and dissipated unease allowing businesses to make the transition leap. Access to translation services also helped facilitate trust.Third, some Hurdles however were Outside of Agency Control.  Along with Ecology’s processes, businesses had to register with the Office of Financial Management’s State Payee System in order to receive reimbursement from Ecology.  OFM’s paperwork required the businesses Tax ID number and other business information that was not always readily available.  Yet once submitted, OFM would review and verify the submitted information. This took time and had to be completed before OFM ultimately entered the business into the system. If there were errors in the OFM paperwork, it would have to be submitted again, restarting the review process.  This was a significant hurdle at first, but over time we mastered the process, and got better at preventing time consuming paperwork mistakes.Fourth, like the support of other partners, vendor support of the program was instrumental in its success.  Like the PPA reps, vendors promoted the reimbursement program and magnified the reach of our efforts.  They were helpful in explaining the new technology to Dry Cleaners, answering their questions about capacity, training, and dispelling any misconceptions or concerns about the new tech.Fifth, replacement choices were driven by reimbursement levels.  The amount of reimbursement apparently drove many dry cleaners decision on which technology to purchase.  Providing more money for the environmentally preferred option resulted in more businesses choosing the safer technology.  Ecology is incorporating tiered reimbursement levels into other projects most notably our degreaser replacement program with the expectation that higher reimbursement levels will increase the selection of safer alternatives.Finally, learning new technology isn’t always easy. Some businesses had been using PERC for decades.  Switching to new machines in some instances required education and training. The vendors as well as some dry cleaners themselves stepped up and walked these new users through the steps and processes needed to achieve the best results.  Training was critical to helping ensure these businesses were happy with their new machines, as well as sustain their businesses.



Summary
• Program started in 2019
• More than 50 dry cleaners converted to cleaner techs
• Customer feedback is positive
• PERC use at participating dry cleaners was eliminated, reducing 

the environmental and health impacts at these businesses
• Ecology learned several lessons that are being incorporated into 

other reimbursement programs.
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So, in summary:Ecology’s PERC replacement program… 



Thank you
Sean Smith

Product Replacement 
Program Manager

206-594-0029

sdsm461.@ecy.wa.gov
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